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Sin is not ended by multiplying words, but the prudent hold their tongues.— Proverbs 10:19

Multiplying Words
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The political and religious Left in America is descending to new Lows everyday it seems. This is good. More and
more people of good will are waking to the danger. This is ideology run amok. The confusion and chaos are destroying us.
A specific new Low that I want to mention today emerges from the fevered mind of Assemblyman Evan Low from
California. He introduced Assembly Concurrent Resolution 99 on June 4th. According to CBN News Low’s resolution passed the Senate. The resolution tells “Christian clergy to accept and support LGBTQ ideology, even if doing so violates their Christian beliefs.”
Christians who object to the resolution are defending their “religious freedom.” They believe Christians should
have the right to disagree with sodomites, but that sodomites have every right to gain and hold the political and religious high ground in America.
Sin is not ended by multiplying words. We are “multiplying words” with all this polite debate about sodomy and
baby murder.
What’s sad is how Christianity’s descent to new Lows is developing. I received an email from a friend yesterday.
He recounted a couple true stories about how confused the members of his church have become due to the lack of
teaching and reinforcement about Christian sexual morality from the pulpit.
Step outside the church and all you hear is the promotion of sexual sin. Step inside now and the only thing you
don’t hear is condemnation of satan’s diabolical program for the family and sexuality. And we are all so dumbed
down by the media, politics, entertainment and education that there are less and less Christians who have developed
a soul capable of taking a stand for the truth.
The wordsmiths who are defending Low’s resolution in California say that the gospel is “psychological torture” and
“mental health malpractice.” They are specifically referring to the laws now sweeping the states that condemn
Christian help for folks who don’t want to think of themselves as sodomites.
This law passed in my home state of Maine earlier this year. Today will tell the story of whether the people of
Maine have finally been tamed by the Soros funded demons. A dozen peoples vetoes meet their signature deadline
today.
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The proverb observes that the prudent hold their tongues. The wise Christian doesn’t feel the need to multiply
words. He states the truth, knowing that talking about it isn’t going to end it.
Our mistake in the sodomy debate is not using the English language properly. It’s the same on so many fronts.
I’ve stopped using the word abortion. It is baby murder, plain and simple. If you don’t believe me just pay attention to what is going on right now in the courts and the news. Evidence is mounting for the murder of born, as well
as unborn, babies.
I started my career believing we could win by debating “sexual orientation.” I repented of that idea years ago. My
board of directors at the time allowed me to go ahead with my strategy of using the Left’s language instead of the
Bible’s words. They did so over the objections of wise Christian pastors on the Board.
In retrospect I know that we would not have achieved what we did using the word sodomy in the 1990s and 00s.
But the political victories weren’t worth the compromise.
Sin is not ended by multiplying words.
This appears to be a weakness in our once Christian constitutional republic. Absolutely every idea that can be conjured by satan and his demons is worthy of meaningful debate in our public spaces … and increasingly our churches. A friend says they aren’t churches if they don’t follow the Bible. He asserts that they are satanic social clubs.
It is becoming impossible not to agree with him. Western Christianity appears destined for schism and submission
to the diabolical globalist invention known as the United Nations if we are to believe the Pope and our evangelical
experience with being denominated into oblivion.
But Christianity is a religion of saints and martyrs. These men and women didn’t achieve their honored place in the
Church by becoming rich or powerful. Nope. They helped the poor. They sacrificed all their worldly passions and
desires. Many chose silence and prayer. In doing so they became examples of Godliness and holiness to millions
of the faithful down through the centuries.

The good the true and the beautiful exist. God created us with the capacity to know these attributes of our existence. And we can discover them no matter our circumstance. We see the good, the true and the beautiful in contrast to what is wicked, diabolical and evil.
The proverb that precedes the one we’ve been examining today is “Whoever conceals hatred with lying lips and
spreads slander is a fool.” The sodomites and their supporters are now barely concealing their hatred of Jesus
Christ with their lying lips. Low’s resolution spreads slander. He and everyone who agrees with him is a fool.
Selah.

